
7th   GRADE   WORLD   GEOGRAPHY:   AMI   DAYS   31-35:   SUMMER  
Instructions:   Complete   each   activity   on   a   separate   sheet   of   paper   or   share   with   Mrs.   Pelts   on   Google   Docs.  

Make   sure   each   page   has   your   first   and   last   name,   the   subject,   and   the   AMI   Day.    

 

● Day   31:   Independence   Day   Matching    https://quizlet.com/73993494/revolutionary-war-flash-cards/  

Questions  
1. What   year   did   the   United   States   declare  

independence?   
2. What   country   did   the   13   colonies   fight   against   for  

independence   during   the   Revolutionary   War?   
3. What   protest   was   characterized   by   the   Sons   of  

Liberty   throwing   goods   into   a   harbor?   
4. Who   was   the   commander   of   the   Continental   Army  

and   later   became   the   first   president?  
5. What   document   was   publically   read   on   July   4th,  

which   is   now   considered   our   nation’s   birthday?  
6. Who   is   credited   for   writing   the   document  

mentioned   in   #5?   
7. Who   rode   through   town   warning   colonists   that   the  

enemy   was   coming?   
8. What   ocean   did   the   enemy   cross   to   get   to   what   is  

now   the   United   States?   

Word   Bank  
 

● Thomas   Jefferson  
● Boston   Tea   Party  
● Paul   Revere   
● 1776  
● Great   Britain  
● George   Washington   
● Declaration   of   Independence  
● Atlantic   Ocean   

 
● Day   32:   Mapping   the   13   Colonies   -   Use   the   map   to    match    the   13   colonies,    write   #s   1-13   on   your   paper   and  

write   the   corresponding   colony   name   (like   we’ve   always   done   on   map   tests   in   class)  

WORD   BANK  
New   York,   Georgia,   Maryland,   Massachusetts,   New   Hampshire,   Pennsylvania,   Virginia,   North   Carolina,   South  
Carolina,   Delaware,   Rhode   Island,   New   Jersey,   Connecticut   

 
   

https://quizlet.com/73993494/revolutionary-war-flash-cards/


● Day   33:   The   Declaration   of   Independence   -   Read   the   passage   below   with   a   family   member.   Discuss   with  
them   why   you   think   the   Declaration   of   Independence   is   important.   Write   what   you   discussed   on   a   separate  
piece   of   paper.   
The   Meaning   of   Declaration   (excerpt   from   Newsela   article)  
What   was   the   Declaration   of   Independence?   Why   do   Americans   continue   to   celebrate   its   announcement   as   the   birthday  
of   the   United   States,   July   4,   1776?   While   that   date   might   just   mean   fireworks   to   some   today,   what   did   the   declaration  
mean   when   it   was   written   in   1776?   For   one   thing,   the   declaration   was   a   legal   document   that   announced   to   the   world   the  
reasons   that   led   the   13   colonies   to   separate   from   the   British   Empire.    The   declaration   was   not   only   legalistic,   but  
practical   too.   Americans   hoped   to   get   money   or   military   support   from   other   countries   that   were   traditional   enemies   of  
the   British.   However,   these   practical   purposes   are   not   why   the   declaration   is   remembered   today   as   an   expression   of   the  
ideals   of   the   American   Revolution.   The   declaration's   most   famous   sentence   reads,   "We   hold   these   truths   to   be  
self-evident,   that   all   men   are   created   equal;   that   they   are   endowed   by   their   Creator   with   certain   unalienable   rights;   that  
among   these   are   life,   liberty   and   the   pursuit   of   happiness."    To   see   what   the   signers   intended   with   their   idealistic  
language,   read   what   follows   the   mention   of   "life,   liberty   and   the   pursuit   of   happiness." "That   to   secure   these   rights,  
Governments   are   instituted   among   Men,   deriving   their   just   powers   from   the   consent   of   the   governed."   These   lines  
suggest   that   the   purpose   of   government   is   to   secure   the   people's   rights   and   that   government   gets   its   power   from   the  
consent   of   the   people.   It   goes   on   to   say   that   if   the   consent   is   betrayed,   it   is   the   right   of   the   people   to   alter   or   end   their  
government.   When   the   declaration   was   written,   this   was   an   extreme   statement.   The   idea   that   the   people   could   reject   a  
monarchy,   based   on   the   power   of   a   king,   and   replace   it   with   a   government   based   on   the   consent   of   the   people,   was  
revolutionary.   While   the   signers   of   the   declaration   thought   of   "the   people"   more   narrowly   than   we   do   today,   they   stated  
principles   that   are   still   American   ideals.  
 
 

● Day   34:   It’s   July   4,   1776.   You’re   part   of   the   Constitutional   Convention   and   it   has   been   decided   to   declare  
independence.   After   reading   the   Declaration   of   Independence   to   the   people,   you’ve   been   chosen   to   give   a  
speech   about   freedom   and   why   it’s   important   and   worth   fighting   for.   On   a   separate   piece   of   paper,   write   a  
speech   (at   least   half   of   the   page)   that   excites,   motivates,   and   encourages   colonists   to   support  
independence   and   establish   the   United   States   of   America.   

 
 

● Day   35:   The   Fourth   of   July  
○ On   a   separate   piece   of   paper,   write   one   page   about   what   you   and   your   family   does   to   celebrate   Independence  

Day/Fourth   of   July.   Write   in   complete   sentences   and   check   your   spelling.   
 

 
Additional   Learning   Opportunities:   

● https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5pJi9mLIy38m2e_u3sboKQ   
● https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC71961E4D8527D39  
● Movie   suggestion:   The   Patriot   
● Movie   suggestion:   National   Treasure   (for   fun)  

***Always   get   parent/guardian   permission   before   viewing   

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC5pJi9mLIy38m2e_u3sboKQ
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLC71961E4D8527D39

